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concerned citizen, to start thinking about alternate
solutions to the problems we face today. If we continue
to follow the status quo, we can’t expect anything new
to come of it.
T.S. Eliot, the poet who wrote “The Love Song
of J. Alfred Prufrock,” the inspiration behind the title
of this journal, said, “Yet if the only form of tradition,
of handing down, consisted in following the ways
of the immediate generation before us in a blind or
timid adherence to its successes, “tradition” should
positively be discouraged.”
To paraphrase the rest of “Tradition and
the Individual Talent,” Eliot says writers have to
understand the past and accept the significance of past
works, but not let those works define us. New writers
have to take from the past and turn it into something
new, something that completely changes the way we
view the past. Our forgetful world needs a record.
We need to learn from our mistakes to keep
ourselves from repeating them. These works are here to
offer new and radical suggestions to those unaware of
the problems many of us face on a daily basis. We don’t
expect you to agree with every story, poem, or essay in
this journal, but we want them to start a discussion.
We’re here to record what we live and breathe.

Come and Go Literary is all about showcasing
works of fiction, flash fiction, creative nonfiction,
and poetry that embrace social justice and political
activism.
Each writer you find here has a story to tell from
their own unique perspective, ranging from drug abuse
to social media to gay rights to the rat overlords in the
New York City subway system.
Every story in this journal is written with a
purpose. Before accepting each work, I asked the
authors and poets, “What were your goals with this
story—aside from getting published?” Many had faced
hardships that couldn’t be overcome without getting
them down on paper first. They wanted to make a
difference through their writing.
I’m a huge believer in deadlines and word
counts. As a writer myself, I do my best work when
there’s pressure. I want my own work and I want the
work I publish to be written with a sense of urgency.
Come and Go Tradition and the Individual
Talent Mission is to highlight work that touches on
meaningful issues from new, unapologetic, unfamiliar
perspectives, inspiring others to go out and make a
difference in any way possible.
Come and Go Literary wants you, the reader, the
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Poetry*:

Writing that
formulates a concentrated imaginative
awareness of experience in language
chosen and arranged to create a specific
emotional response through meaning,
sound, and rhythm.
*Merriam-Webster
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Seven Bodies
Seven junkies died from a fucked up batch sold out
of a trap on Seventh Street. Seven needles separated
their seven bodies from their electricity. Seven sirens
stirred for the bodies. Two in Farley Square. Two
in Wayne Hills. One on Sixth. One on Fifth. One on
Third. Seven pairs of eyes that can’t see the red and
blue bleed in from the curb. Anna Morgan. Robert
Small. Marcy Williams. Darren Call. Andy Burns.
Daniel Singer. Job Swimmer. Seven Names without
bodies. Seven bodies without use for names.
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Safety On
The boy collects the notes they leave behind,
slipped beneath his door or on his windshield—
ones like “you’re a fag” or “please just die,”
saying they’ll throw his body in a field
and stuff his testicles into his mouth.
Yesterday a scrap was left at work—
“your dad is dead, he must have figured out
that you’re a waste, and then he went berserk,”
blowing out his brains, no one knows why.
Maybe Dad was gay and thought that he
had passed it on, and let the bullet fly.
He tacks the notes and sits there silently,
keeping beneath his bed his father’s gun—
it’s loaded, though he’ll never have a son.
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Long After Duchamp
Down the elegance of this stairway flows an unseen
nude. Don’t mistake her for the one in the Duchamp
painting, a stutter of unkempt rhomboids. This one is
a creature of fictive music, someone flowing into and
out of herself with abandon and glee. She knows that
we can’t see her, and guesses that we would rather not.
She assumes that we admire the purity of the curved
rail without a human hand marring it, and prefer that
the pie-shaped treads and arc of white wall remain
innocent of ghostly presence.
This invisible nude is the residue of an unresolved
schism. It happened in our mutual youth: the ideal
form, distraught with the actual person, went adrift.
That actual person lives nearby. Like us she has
stumbled backward into age, but retains her outline,
still casts a shadow. We phone and ask her to come and
identify this detached and brightly polished figure. But
when she arrives she can’t see it, either. We all agree,
though, that unlike Duchamp’s rickety, cubist slur,
this nude self-enhances with opalescent transparency,
critiquing flesh by its absence.
7
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I Don’t Think I Mind
He is taking off his shirt,
but staying on the couch.
I guess I drank too much—
or maybe I’m not skinny enough
because he doesn’t think
I’m good enough for the bedroom.
We’re not even face-to-face,
and I don’t think I mind.
Later,
the front door is closed
before I even reach the driveway.
When did I become the girl
I used to ridicule and pity:
The walk of shame in the twilight hours
wrinkled clothes,
dignity bruised,
unworthy of staying until sun-up?
But my heart was never in this
...right?
I don’t think I mind.
10
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Interpretations
I was once caught up in a dream with her
where she waffled on about the economy.
I understood none of it,
just cupped her left breast
with my left hand.
I wanted her breath, her heat,
not her warnings of a coming recession,
her thoughts on the direction of the Dow.
I woke to a rainy morning,
but pleased that she was being back to the one
who struggled to balance her checkbook,
who always left it up to me to calculate the tip.
But that image of a female Warren Buffet stayed with 		
me,
as did her other guise as the female Freddy Krueger
and that raving politician of the opposite sex.
What if she only pretends to get tangled up in her 		
balances,
to be defeated by percentages?
11

What if it’s all a ruse so I can step in and play the hero?
I would hate to see anything happen to my sense of 		
superiority.
That’s why I do not tell her of my dreams.
I’m afraid of her interpretation.
I’m already afraid of mine.
As long as I keep quiet, there’s no worries.
Her secret is safe with my ego.
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Massacre of the Starlings
When the concierge bailed out
a procession was formed,
systematical and representative,
headed into town with
no patience for stragglers.
A pain just behind the eyes
lasted as far as Seville.
The road was dusty, but clean
of opportunistic types.
Farms offered nothing—just life.
We knew the risks continued regardless.
By then, the naturalists had effectively
consumed us with their light.
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Alistair J. Kraft
Standing with Women
I wanted to attend the Women’s March, wanted
to shout to keep hands off my body, and while I want
women to have a choice of how they are
touched, my new chin hair, my rumbling voice make 		
me
feel as if I would be unwelcome, a sign of threat in the
midst
of pink hats and signs, no matter how harmless I feel
myself to be. I share their histories, these angry 		
righteous women,
I have lived their lives, sweated with the same fears, 		
carried
the same tension and terror in the muscles of my 		
shoulders
walking in the dark, was made to feel unsafe to exist. 		
There
are those women there who would reject me, call me 		
a freak,
an outcast, a traitor for no longer standing with them,
for joining
biologically with the enemy forces, though I have 		
been abused,
I have been talked down to, legislated against, made 		
17

to beg
to have my pain believed. My sisters, I miss you, but I 		
no longer know
who I am in relation to you. My sisters I miss you, and
I will always
always stand with you in my heart, because I know. I 		
know too.
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Results of Service Not Found
If there is an enclosure by money or check, then
enclose me. All my records agree there is no balance.
One time I got a very good/very satisfactory rating for
community service. Try cashing that now. You can’t.
I tried to post bail by selling out. Achieve a sponsor.
Calls came in from reality TV. I couldn’t do it. I’m a
responsible client. I just need some work release.
That can be the program because it’s always been
the program. I never wanted to be a watery vagrant.
I swear someone pushed me. I wasn’t born fallen, you
know. In another timeline in another city I’m suitable
and acceptable. Authorized for admission. Let’s hop to
another universe, the best of all possible worlds. There,
I’m the author of my own admission.
They say a reasonable effort has been made to locate
the within named person. I don’t think they tried hard
enough. They went looking at a place of business but
I’ve been out for years. Irregular from the heartbeat on
down, I’m loose, freely regarded, and breaking up. Yet
far from breaking into bloom. The next of kin sails no
ship by me. Don’t you see you can’t see me?
22
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Blade
Blinding in a flash
abandoned near the hand
of the legendary glass.
Crumbs remain challenging
disorderly on the tired cloth
teasing the stain of an almost circle.
Honed again of late
not quite threatening
alert and ready to officiate.
Now idle until next
he will sit again and perform,
as always the patriarch’s task.
The tools of the trade,
a prayer before each meal.
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The Stench of Financial
Precariousness
Kathryn was thirty-four and single and
hanging onto the puniest apartment
in the most precious part of town
because, as her sympathy-poor mother mocked,
“Our Katie has saffron tastes
on a dandelion budget.”
Loathing wage-slavery since
she’d served slimy soft-serve as an adolescent
but petrified by the prospect
of sleeping in Putnam Plaza,
Kathryn ghost-wrote term papers
for students boasting better grades than she’d earned
and resumes for jobseekers
who nabbed more buoyant gigs than she’d grabbed.
She battled her bills with brio and boldness,
bounce protection—or was it balance protection?—
being her bosom buddy,
but when she returned to the red—
mere hours after every payday—
others could smell it on her
as they’d detect a skunk’s spray,
26

inching away gingerly,
both pitying and repulsed by
this floundering denizen of
the Land of Opportunity.
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Tototl itech nomai
(Nahuatl: Bird in the hand)

The early bird may get the worm, but it’s the second
mouse that gets the cheese. —Jeremy Paxman
It was after the 1992 LA uprisings
that the community of South Central Los Angeles
came together to start the largest community farm;
it was located at 41st and Alameda
just three miles west of LA City Hall.
It was fourteen acres of a dump,
the mere leftover, unused architecture,
strewn with hallowed bodies and remains
of shrivelled memories.
If the quasi-pseudo-gaussian noise of the system
of the built oasis is the mammalian Rattus norvegicus,
or city rat, then we are the roaches that scatter
when surveilled by the gaze of the imperium.
The Homo-Periplaneta-Americana,
the cockroach people that interrupt
29

the normative chain of extraction,
interrupt the transmission of the
proscriptive narrative edict
justifying the “take”:
the cockroach that soils
the half Natalie salad
with baby kale and feta cheese.

the ultimate sovereign game
where who lives and dies
is decided by political gerrymandering;
we are the ones who
answer when the
artists from little Tokyo lofts
come and interrogate
our parents about what kind of
birds inhabited the farm.

We are the uninvited dinner guest,
the unsilenceable noise interrupting
the social narrative
interrupting the American Dream/Nightmare.

One day a fine, young hipster
came to ask my father,
a cockroach farmer, with
very little English—and of course
I always ended up being the interpreter
to the dominant world—

The roach people that give
and are prevented from taking,
against the social discourse of
social loafing,
the water roaches that are attracted by
heat and food, and blood and bile,
wanting to socially lick the
the unreacheable paleo dish
the Atkins-carbed-outprocessed narcissism:

what certain birds were called in Spanish.
“What do you call that bird that likes to perch on cars
and license plates?”
He would look to me and say, “Dile que se llama
el pajaro que me a placas.” I would say the bird that
urinates
on license plates.

We are those people
who grow our own food
cause we could not position
ourselves in the proper place
of the “wolf’s game,”

“They say that bird over there is called the racist bird,
why?”
“Dile que se llama ‘el pajaro que me aprietas.’”
The bird that urinates on minorities.
31
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“What do you call the bird that likes to wear
tennis shoes?”
“Dile que se llama ‘el pajaro consuelas.’”
The shoed bird.
“Which is the bird that is considered magical?”
“Dile le que, ‘el pajaro que te encanta.’”
The bird that enchants you.
“Which is the bird with the most manners?”
“Dile le que, ‘el pajaro que se para pa’ que te sientes.’”
The bird that gives up its seat.
“Which is the bird most hated by poets?”
“Dile al pendejo que es, ‘el pajaro que mea rimas.’”
The bird that urinates on rhymes.
Such was the work of the
cockroach people,
the rat people being
called to service the wolf
at the end of the predation chain—
being asked to jump in
the dinner remains that needed to be
devoured and soiled,
the catalysts of food,
messages, interruptions,
entertainers, and
expected to clean
the first mouse and the second cheese.
33

M icro F iction
Micro Fiction:

A
subset of flash fiction, where stories are
told in 100 words or less.
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Lesson 3: How To Get Picked
Educated at the half-court on Caledonia, you
majored in position, minored in hustle, and learned to
love the no-look pass. When Big Man backed you down
in the low post, you stepped aside and pulled the chair,
learned to never take credit for gravity. The day Sweetshooting Charley said he’d take on all comers with four
just like you, you realized you’d arrived.
*
Twenty five years later, you pass a limping ghost
in the frozen food aisle at Christa Wonderful Market
and remember those asphalt days under the rusty rim
with no net.
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F lash F iction
Flash Fiction: A

subset of fiction, where stories are told
in 1,000 words or less.
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Prologue
Eva drew her circle of protection with the ashes
of discarded cigarettes. The gashes in her striped
leggings expanded as she sat cross-legged on the cold
concrete. The glow of the letters C-H-A-S-E made
a harsh spotlight from above, and she centered her
placard in it.
It read:
		
TRUTHS $1.
The thousands of shoes, bare legs, and pant legs
that passed her daily never stopped out of curiosity.
They never read her placard or paid her tithe. They
dismissed ragged girls who sat on street corners like
they dismissed all small things in the city.
LIKE LICE.
It was the lice who told her about the Nightmare
King. They filled her with the secret knowledge of the
world with their bites then chastised her for hiding
behind her placard and peddling their gift. But, she
wasn’t brave...
LIKE THE LIONS.
It was the lions at the library on Fifth Avenue
who told her to write it all down. They gave her chewed
up pens and half-used spiral notebooks and the spell
41

she whispered while she drew her circle. They told her
to only write in the circle because truths angered the
Nightmare King and he could hear his story being told
with each scratch of her pen against paper.
Outside her circle she heard his roaringhonking-shouting-hammering-yammering-blaringclicking-clacking. If not for the circle she would scream
quiet
quiet
QUIET
Madness was his strategy, so she remained silent and
he could not find her.
But His Agents Could.
Fleas and bed bugs bit her with lies. Burn your
notebooks and he will forget your sinful truths. She
ignored them. She was nearly done. All that remained
was the prologue.
The lions suggested it. She wanted no credit,
but they said the world should know about her life and
how she learned the things she knew. Her lice feared
the publicity, but they were a prudent society, so she
listened to the lions. Be careful, they cautioned, for we
cannot protect you.
The Nightmare King Knew as Much
and Sent ASSASSINS.
The first one came on the subway platform. It
was a ragtag demon made of old newspapers, shredded
fatigues, bits of flesh, and a threadbare topcoat. It
pounced on her, pulled on her leggings, and clawed
at the stained backpack that held her world and the

truths about the Nightmare King. It engulfed her in its
arms and its fetid cologne of urine, liquor, and decay.
Eva screamed and battled. She bit deeply when
the demon tried to silence her with its hand and lost a
tooth when it pulled away, howling. She ran the length
of the platform, unnoticed by all the unwitting subjects
of the Nightmare King who were dulled by the glowing
boxes in their hands. She took the steps and vanished
into the tunnels, never slowing.
DEEPER.
DEEPER.
DEEPER TO THE RATS.
The rats considered themselves a free collective.
The Nightmare King had no choice but to tolerate
their insurrections. His many genocides against them
proved fruitless. The rat population remained vast,
their guile boundless. They enjoyed their victories
and found harboring fugitives from above a pleasure
when doing so riled their enemy. It was in their maze
of tunnels that Eva took her slumber.
Stay, advised the members of the High Rat
Council. Take sanctuary within our borders and finish
your important work.
But Eva had Found her Courage and Refused to
be Constricted.
The next attack came days later. She sat in her
circle behind her placard scrawling the words of her
prologue. She wrote of indigenous vermin, whom to
trust and whom to avoid. She began describing the
hospitality of rats when she noticed that many legs
43
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and feet had stopped in front of her. A pair draped in
fine material stood closest to her with shoes that were
shiny and brown. Toward the street there stood five
more, but those legs were blue and the feet wore big
black boots.
There were shouts and screams and Eva heard
the crack-crack-crack of spells of death and pain. The
lice were frightened, but Eva was not. She scolded them
for their lack of faith and returned to her prologue. All
remained safe in her circle.
Days later, The High Rat council visited her in
her alcove.
Eva, can you hear us? asked the Actuary.
She’s gone, said the Secretary.
We can begin, delighted the Master of Resources.
No, demanded the Actuary. Look at her eyes.
She’s still with us, noted the Scrivener.
Why wait? wondered the Master of Resources.
She’s nearly gone, said the Secretary.
We wait because we are civilized creatures, stated
the Actuary.
A red light shone from the wall across from the
alcove, making it the perfect place to write. She had
been there many days, finishing her prologue. Now
completed, it sat open in that pool of light. Her head
lay next to it. The effort had exhausted her and she
needed to lie against the cool, stone floor.
The council stood around her notebook. They
made a verbal contract not to insulate a nest or
den with its pages. She also had each member sign

the declaration she had written on the last page
guaranteeing to deliver her prologue and her histories
of the Nightmare King to any authority that could
make the truth known.
She had done all she could, but the Nightmare
King sent a final assassin she could not see. It made
liquid of her insides while roasting her with fever. But,
she resisted it for the time it took to finish.
What are you doing? demanded the Actuary.
Just a nibble, you know, to check, sniveled the
Secretary.
Well, look at that, said the Scrivener.
She didn’t twitch. She didn’t cry out, observed the
Master of Resources.
It’s time, said the Secretary.
Barbarians, sneered the Actuary.
All the rats scurried from her sight. All but one.
I will stay with you until the end, the Actuary
promised.
She tried to smile, but couldn’t. She wanted to
shed a tear or two of joy because, though it was a short
life, it was not wasted. As if understanding her needs
in those final seconds, the Actuary moved away from
her notebook so she could see her prologue one last
time. She wanted to die with some truth on her lips.
She looked at the page and saw what she had
written.
*
*
*
45
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There were no words just etchings and scratches
and babble. But this couldn’t be. She had been so sane.
So Sane. Line after line, and, in the frenzy of her dying
mind she realized it was page after page. She had
learned a truth, but paid too much for it.
The Actuary scurried close to her eyes and
began to sniff. It didn’t say a word.
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Jerking Around
I know you were never too keen on living with us
after we did what we did to you, and that is completely
reasonable. But did you know of our sheer excitement
in response to the news that you had still chosen to do
it? Was such a reaction not completely reasonable as
well? As a matter of fact, complete reasonableness is
what had ultimately led to our inevitable encounter in
the first place, because it was me who had been behind
the wheel. Why wouldn’t it then have led to our second
encounter? Or third? Or even, our ever after?
It was completely reasonable! It was me who
had sought out your coordinates and memorized your
routines back then, as one would expect a gun in a play
to fire at one point. It makes sense that we, who were
all so excited to spend time with you would finally see
you surrender yourself to us at long last; at long last
the fruits of our labor would blossom and yield, and
you would be ours. You had really come back to us! It
was perfect!
It was perfect except for the fact that you
pretended the whole time that we weren’t there. I was
always the brains among my family members, and
even me you stared right through and assumed to be
50

nonexistent. Assumed did you that we were things
gifted to you without responsibility or obligations,
that the picture was simply one and one. No, we were
always there, and we knew about you, even if you didn’t
know about us. It didn’t matter, because we were real.
Shout at us all you want, but we will always be with
you, shifting around inside of your kingdom. We will
never leave your thoughts. We will never stop being
part of you.
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Gifted
When we moved to the small town from the
city, we switched schools, and because they used a
different curriculum, I had to be tested. I did so poorly,
they called my parents in for a meeting; they told
them they thought I should be placed in the special
education department. My parents told them no, that
I had been a great student at my previous school and I
would catch up, and I did. Later, when my brother and
sister tested into the gifted program, I asked to take
the gifted test, too, but they didn’t think I should take
it. The teacher told my parents, “He probably won’t do
well,” and I didn’t.
Fast forward thirty years and one day, I get a
Facebook message from the gifted teacher from all
those years ago. Oh yeah, I still remembered him.
“I saw you on Facebook and wondered how your
brother and sister were doing,” he wrote.
I wanted to write back: “Well, since you are so
gifted, why don’t you put them super powers to work
and find out yourself?”
Instead, I wrote, “My brother drank himself to
death ten years ago. He was a great alcoholic, but we’d
hoped he’d use his gifts differently. My sister used her
53

gifts to play hymns on Sunday in a dying church and
can’t afford a computer to get on Facebook, but I’ll tell
her you asked about her.” I didn’t hear from him again.
I didn’t mention how my being not gifted had turned
out.
I didn’t tell him that hard work will push people
up and out of poverty more than being gifted ever
would. You can’t teach an old dog new tricks and I didn’t
need to preach to him that the rural education system
we were in then was underfunded and was populated
by teachers with degrees in education instead of real
academic subjects, so they didn’t know anything about
content areas. They only knew how to teach nothing.
Through the years, I wondered if most students,
and even their parents, cared or not. The education
system seemed to have low expectations and seemed
to project a message that students would get passed
on and graduate regardless. Then, many of them could
populate vacant jobs in a lower-class segment of a
capitalistic society like the generations before them
and like the Capitalists wanted. Once in a while, an
anomaly might escape that paradigm through hard
work, ingenuity, industriousness, but many couldn’t
understand how that was possible.
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Fiction
Fiction*:

Something
invented by the imagination or feigned.
Specifically: an invented story.
*Merriam-Webster

M adeline M c G rain G ithler
Hands and Wings
Once breathing became an active task, you
considered it. Swallowing the two vials of pills your
doctor prescribed with dewy, sad eyes and a heavy
hand. Your wife, uneasy with the neon-urine-hued
cylinders that the pills were in, had emptied them
out into mason jars. There, the blood orange pills and
the lemon-yellow pills, settled on the bottom of their
respective jars, barely reaching the embossed logo in
the glass. Supposedly, they tasted sugary. Ideally, you
would never know.
Your children, who had left you unbothered for
the majority of their lives, now gathered around you
nearly all hours of the day. A beautiful burden (you
must remind yourself). Lucky for you, most of their
presence was silent other than their jittering. Unlucky
for you, through the peace and quiet would come the
constant hand-to-wrist searching for the soft wings
of a pulse. And the only spoken word you could ever
make out was “terminal.”
As your blood curdles at the thought of your
children referring to you in that way—terminal, how
easy it brings about pity—you force your mind to creak
over to another space.
59

Driving with your wife. The date is fuzzy, but
it was recent. Hand aged, yet tan, floated just above
yours as she drove. She did not dare touch, but you
were reassured by the quiet gesture. You gazed at her
neck where there, below her ear, just behind a gray
tendril, was baby powder she had not fully rubbed in.
You knew better, but you shift your eyes to your own
hands. Thin, bruised, and spindly, the taut tendons
reminded you of a bat’s wing. You could have sworn
your hand was almost translucent.
Suddenly bats and cars make you dizzy, though
you are lying down. Breathe in, breathe out. Perhaps
you should visualize something serene. A therapist
told you that once; he was the first man you ever
met with a ponytail. You loathe the beach and heat,
so you picture a forest. If only you knew more about
woodworking. You ought to inquire what type of wood
your nightstand is. Maybe you should wake your wife,
she will know. You don’t roll over to check, but you
suspect she is not beside you. Or, perhaps, she is, but
is asleep. Sleep visited the family so infrequently,
you decided to leave her be. Tomorrow you will ask
about the nightstand. And maybe tomorrow you will
open the bottom doors, take out your mason jars of
medicine, and mix them with the chocolate pudding
that has been looming in the refrigerator. Then, at
least, you would feel some form of relief and your wife
could sleep a full night without grasping at your wrists
every second.
“Just leave her be,” your father once said.

“Women just need to busy their time.”
You smirk; your father had been mediocre at
best, but he’d been consistent. You have to give him
that. You’re an age your father once was, but it is
doubtful, nay, impossible, you will live as long as he
did. You stop smirking.
Why not try and visualize your father? You ask
yourself in the voice of Dr. Ponytail. Your father used to
call hands “paws” and, you’re fairly certain, had never
touched a vegetable—or knew how to spell the word.
Steadily, so as not to spook yourself, you open
your eyes and search for your paws. Unbeknownst
to you, you have been wrapped in fleece and turned
to a new side and your arms are tucked around you.
Something flutters out of the corner of your eye, but
you hear nothing, so you decide not to investigate.
Looking would require neck movement, and craning
your neck is a tall order these days. You’ll continue
looking at the wall across from you. Actually, there
is something about the pale-yellow paint and white
plastic crowning that sparks your memory. These
walls, the walls of your bedroom, hadn’t always looked
like this, had they? Maybe it was the lighting. The sun,
much to your chagrin, has no patience for you, and is
either setting or rising. It has yet to heed your requests
to slow down.
Whooping cough! That’s it! When your eldest
had whooping cough. So vividly you remember the
never-ending bouts of coughing and wheezing.
Together you and your son would focus on steady
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breaths, deep ones, though your son was too young
to focus on anything. You feel a sour concoction of
confusion and shame. You had forgotten something
that had plagued you for years: your eldest. How old
would he be these days? Thirty-five? He would be
beside you now, you are sure, reminding you how to
breathe. Though, you could have sworn you knew how.
You and your wife would take shifts tending to
the trembling child. You two spent his sickness worried
and locking eyes. Panicking and glancing. After a
particularly vigorous spell of coughing, you wife’s eyes
would get soft and soppy. You had spent hours holding
him and looking at this very wall. You must change the
subject.
What time is it? It must be morning. You slept
the night. What a pivotal morning, perhaps your
last morning on earth. You didn’t think it would feel
this way, and you thought you would be hungrier.
You think of other mornings, and continuously they
stretch in front of you. You land on a gray sky. Placid,
monotonous, unforgiving. You are beside your mother
and together you are walking. Your breath is trapped
in the scarf wrapped around your face. Your mother
is wearing sunglasses. She always wears sunglasses.
You are bored until you turn the slushy street corner.
There, a beacon of hope, is Del Teno’s General Store.
At Del Teno’s, peering through the crisp and freshly
wiped window, is a pigeon. Mr. Del Teno, for some
ungodly reason, as your mother put it, had stumbled
upon a pigeon, befriended it, and put it in a cage, a

sort of B-grade mascot. The cage it was in was made
of intricate metal wiring, painted a dreamy white,
and the pigeon was a prince. Beside his majesty was
a small display of Pepto-Bismol, a case of Coca-Cola,
and a delicate pyramid of baby powder. Your mother,
knowing better than to drag you inside, leaves you to
gawk at the feathered gentleman.
Usually, your favorite detail of the pigeon is
the gray-purple hue on his cheeks. But here, now, the
color disturbs you. Mottled. Mottling. The little hue
reminded you of your fingers, and, if you could see
them, probably your toes.
Though she was never one for physical touch,
you long for your mother’s half-hearted pats on your
head.
Your mother is not here now, it’s just me, a voice
coos in the distance. It is familiar. Were you calling for
your mother?
Something flutters inside you, just beneath
your skin, a little jolt. You are no longer the robust
man you once were, and feel as if you are caving in on
yourself. It had been a long time since you had felt this
small. Last time you were this size you were probably
sharing a room with your two older brothers. You hear
their hushed voices, undoubtedly trying not to wake
your parents. But you are alone in the room. Your
brothers ought to be back by now, it’s getting pretty
late. The oldest, Henry, was always doing something
he shouldn’t, and you can’t help but wait up for him.
That bastard was so full of himself, he would
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have been tickled pink to know you named your first
born after him. And you suspected your Henry would
have needed glasses just like Henry. You exhale. You
never did find out.
A rush of air. Rather, a push, a pulsing, in the
center of your chest.
“Darling close that window,” you call to your
wife. When you eat your pudding you don’t want to
feel a chill.
It’s strange, but you begin to churn and beads of
sweat appear on your skin. No one but you notices the
strong hands, so you decide not to say anything. It is
probably nothing and you do not want to look foolish.
Swift and silent, the hands reach into the hollow, tense,
fluttering trapped inside your chest. There is pressure,
but surely no discomfort. You feel a strong hiccup and
the hands clutch something. A small bird, perhaps a
canary, is lifted out of you. There is no blood, and you
breathe a sigh of relief.
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The Barrier to Humanity
“Good fences make good neighbors.” Anyone
who has visited Vermont or the neighboring areas—the
Berkshires, Ticonderoga and the southern Adirondacks,
or New Hampshire—can vouch for the sturdiness of
the kinds of fences Robert Frost saw around him. It’s
no small feat to lay course upon course of slate to build
a stone wall of the type endemic to the mountainous
areas of the northeastern United States. They are rarely
more than a meter high, but they are effective enough
and quite handsome. It is difficult to feel threatened
by something that looks careworn as soon as it is built.
The same can be said of the hedgerows that enclose
fields in England or the post-and-rail fences once so
familiar in rural America. Their simple functionality
and natural materials immediately move us to bucolic
wistfulness and peace.
People easily agree with the sentiment reflected
in Frost’s aphorism, although a casual reading may
not consider the depth of thought contained in the
line. There’s the underlying tension of what kind of
neighbors one has if the fences are not good. There’s
the psychological thrust that one must establish
boundaries with others. And there’s the conceit that
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visible possession maintains social order best. In sum,
the poet has packed our collective appreciation for
private property ownership into five words. What better
way to establish oneself as friendly than to demarcate
what he or she owns so neighbors (and others) do not
stray into his or her property incidentally?
The sarcasm highlights the primary point of
this essay. Ownership, the existence of property, is a
barrier to humanity. The idea of exclusive possession
impedes our ability as human beings to appreciate
and connect with others. Legal structures built around
the need to enforce rights to property fence us off
from others, diminishing the potential for positive
interaction, impeding understanding, and destroying
trust. The highest human values—love, compassion,
charity—suffocate, or become corrupted, when
mingled with the concept of ownership. That truth
animated Saint Francis of Assisi, Saint Clare, Laozi,
Siddhārtha Gautama (Buddha), and scores of other
ascetic religious figures. It is not a religious truth
though. It is a simple fact.
By delineating what is ours, as opposed to yours
and theirs, we draw an invisible line that marks the
location of an invisible fence separating us from you
and them. Everyone crosses the line. We are social
creatures. But make no mistake that the line exists.
And in the past forty years, roughly since the rise of
Ronald Reagan as a national figure, more and more
individuals, both flesh-and-blood people and legalfiction creatures, have worked to make the line clearer.

A big part of why the United States is the way it is at
present involves the readiness of so many individuals
to point to the line and pull out the plans for building
the fence. Clarifying what is ours has eclipsed all other
national pastimes.
The concept of ownership has become
paramount. That includes ownership of ideas, the
space around a person, opinions, the stuff crammed
in the basement, everything except the consequences
of our actions. Perhaps that is why it is called ‘taking
responsibility’. It sounds like one is stealing. Even
‘accepting responsibility’ or ‘being held responsible’
indicate someone other than the actor must intervene
to tell the actor he owns the consequences of his actions.
That does not bode well for the smooth operation of
the social contract we employ to stop from descending
into a libertarian’s dream world of each for his or her
own.
Ownership
grinds
against
cooperation,
generosity, and sociability. The hallmark of community
is the act of sharing with others. How can we sustain
or build communities if our focus is on identifying
and protecting what we own? Charity has become
a commodity in a society in which employees are
expected to volunteer for or give money to employerdesignated organizations. Those donations of time,
cash, and goods become the property of non-profit
organizations that jealously guard their stash. As
that indicates, ownership encompasses tangible
and intangible assets. However, it all relates back to
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the notion that a parcel of land can be designated as
belonging to one human being. Before that concept
existed, it is difficult to imagine humans getting too
excited about possessions, whether they were tools,
food, shelter, and clothes needed to survive or the
acknowledgement of kinship. After, we have difficulty
wrapping our brains around the idea that possession
and ownership are different things. One is natural and
the other is artificial.
Realty, in the legal sense, changed the game.
Suddenly, one could imagine trespass, injury resulting
from the actions of others vis-à-vis one’s property.
Unknowing trespass is most likely when someone
traverses property lacking signs indicating where one
parcel lets off and another begins. Building fences
eliminates opportunities for conflict resulting from
unintended trespass. Not that intentional trespass is
conflict-free. Trespass is ipso facto disruptive. Children
retrieving errant balls from a yard are disruptive
trespassers, the intensity of the disruption tracking
upward with the age of the property owner. Tiewearing missionaries coming to the door at suppertime are disruptive trespassers. However, unlike
children wishing to continue their game, missionaries
do not hop fences or tread on the grass no matter how
important conversion is to the spiritual health of the
world. So, perhaps we aren’t too concerned about wellintentioned invasions of our property lines so long as
they stay off the grass.
Polite trespassers who use the pavement to

get to the door will still be treated, more likely than
not, peremptorily. After all, the food is getting cold.
Yes, they always come at mealtime. Once the door is
knocked or the bell is rung, the only mature course of
action is to respond by going to the door. Admittedly,
the writers of sitcoms believe most people will turn off
the lights and remain quiet until the representatives
of Latter Day Saints or modern day cutlery go away.
The people at the door presumably don’t notice the
lights are suddenly off or hear the laugh track. In
the real world, the door is opened, the trespassers
are greeted and allowed to get a few words in. Then
the person responding to the intrusion informs the
trespassers that her cat is having seizures or he can’t
find the manual for the Amazon Echo and it won’t
shut up. Could you return at a less stressful time? The
person closes the door before one of the trespassers
helpfully suggests unplugging Alexa or offers to drive
Miss Snugglegrumps to the vet. That strategy is much
nicer than telling them to go away.
Perhaps there is something wrong with the
world if we can’t be precise and just say ‘go away’ to
intruders on our peace. No, being direct is not the same
as being polite. We still have to live with these people,
even the ones who walk on the grass. As a result, we
find alternatives. ‘Go away’ can be formulated in many
ways. It need not always be verbal. One of the more
quiet forms of expressing the idea is our friend the
fence. When faced with a physical obstacle such as a
fence or wall, one does not generally remain in place
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looking at the obstacle. One moves on.
Famously, the Greeks failed to move on when
they were faced with the walls of Troy. Indeed, they
remained in place for a decade. However, one morning,
it appeared the Greeks had finally gone away. Silon,
a youth from Argos, claimed he was supposed to
be sacrificed to Athena to provide the Greeks a safe
journey home. He had escaped. A giant, wooden horse
was left as a token to the goddess instead. The size was
intended to prevent the Trojans from appropriating
the sacred gift for their own purposes according to
Silon. The Trojans were so glad to get rid of those
smelly, noisy Greeks, they believed the tale.
We might find the Trojans’ trust more plausible
if the UPS guy delivering the gift had asked for a
signature. Nonetheless, the Trojans broke down their
wall to move the ersatz beast into the city while being
entertained by a chorus of boys and girls. Supposedly,
pure voices purify the air when people are doing
something impure like usurping an offering left by
others. Little did the Trojans know! Greeks can also
be unfragranced and quiet enough to lie still within a
wooden horse until it is safely inside the city and night
falls. And virgins cannot vacuum sin out of the air with
their singing, although the idea lasted at least until
the Rolling Stones used the London Bach Choir for the
chorus of “You Can’t Always Get What You Want.”
Amazingly, two prominent Trojans, Cassandra
and Laocoön, knew the horse was a ploy by the Greeks
to get into the city. If the gods had not intervened, the

Trojans might have believed them. But the Fates had
begun to embroider flames around King Priam’s palace
on their tapestry. The city was doomed. Cassandra
already was cursed by Apollo with a gift of prophecy
that no one would accept as genuine. Oddly, if anyone
reflected on her track record for knowing the Trojan War
would be precipitated by her brother Paris kidnapping
Helen, they could gather that she was telling the truth.
Then again, how much money has been invested in
one-hit wonders in the music industry? For all the
Trojans knew, Casssandra could be as accurate as a
stopped sundial.
The Roman poet Virgil, from whom the story is
most fully known, provided Laocoön with the immortal
words, “Equō nē crēdite, Teucrī / Quidquid id est, timeō
Danaōs et dōna ferentēs”1. “Trojans! Do not trust the
horse. Whatever it is, I fear gifts offered by Danaans
[Greeks].” Frankly, ‘Don’t trust the horse’ sounds
somehow less specific of an epigram than ‘beware
Greeks bearing gifts’. T-shirts emblazoned with ‘Equō
nē crēdite’ might sell better with the right graphic.
Regardless, two serpents sent by Athena (or Poseidon—
they didn’t exactly have tags indicating who owned
them) erupted from the sea to kill the priest and his
two sons. That told the Trojans ‘don’t trust Laocoön’.
Perhaps t-shirts saying ‘quidquid’ might be the bigger
seller. Whatever, the wall came down, the Greeks came
in, and the Trojans were scattered to the world only
to get their revenge through their ancestors allegedly
1
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founding a little place called Rome, also famous for its
walls.
Of course, fences and walls not only say ‘Go
away’. They also mean ‘Stay out’, which explains why
anyone needs to go through the bother of building a
large, hollow, wooden horse. That there is a difference
between ‘Go away’ and ‘tay out’ reflects a deeplyentrenched concern for the whereabouts of barbarians
more often than Greeks. As some Roman emperors
discovered2, it is usually easy enough to force Goths
and Vandals to stay out, but that just leaves them
milling around using the agricultural resources
surrounding the besieged city. To get back to normal
life, one must pay off the pillaging hordes on the
condition that they go away. This often leads to a long
term accommodation involving the regular payment
of tribute in exchange for no further efforts to besiege
the city or lay waste the surrounding districts. In a
sense, this racket constitutes an agreement that the
ones taking the money have some possessory right
over the property of the ones giving the money, a right
they do not exercise as long as the money is paid. Come
to think about it, that sounds like a mortgage. But that
is getting ahead of us.
At present, we can believe that this property
surrounded by a satisfactory fence belongs to us. It is
ours to do with as we please. Presumably, we will want
to enjoy the use of it. We will benefit from the many

ways we use it. Perhaps we build a home or plant a
garden. With enough property, we can start a farm or set
up manufacturing items. Yes, the real world has zoning
regulations and building permits. The government may
even want to tax us based on the value of the property
and its improvements. We are ever reminded that we
are just one set of owners of property among many
in the community. All of this ownership reinforces
the wisdom of putting up fences to insure that each
owner’s property rights are observed and each owner’s
property is correctly assessed for the next round of
taxes.
The community itself owns property. In the past,
this could mean common pasturage and forests for
residents of a village or market squares and municipal
buildings in towns. More recently, community property
includes whatever is owned by political units from
the village green up to national parks. Not only land
is owned by communities; they can own industries,
airports, or university systems. Ironically, the barriers
around US federal property warn the citizens who
technically own the property to keep away, pay a use
tax, or surrender their right to have a warrant issued
before they are searched. By and large, parks and
facilities owned by localities are much less restrictive.
All the same, why bother when we can stay at home?
Safely ensconced in our domiciles, we feel
secure enough to begin to think of others. We already
know the neighbors aren’t all that bad because they
respect our fence and we respect their fences. Do we

2
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first have to establish what is ours before we can be
charitable toward others? Maybe yes, maybe no. We
share possessions with others, particularly if we have
an abundance. Think in terms of sharing a meal. Yes,
someone has gathered the food and prepared it. But
the person who bought the food or picked it from a
tree understands that the foodstuffs are transient
items. The idea of ownership rarely comes up in this
context.
However, we give away things we own. We
transfer ownership of the gift. Being charitable in
this sense means we must already know we own and
control whatever the gift is. Easy enough to say when
one is at home surveying the accumulated tchotchkes
of a life spent traveling and wondering which relative
gets what. Ah, but how does this work when we are
traveling? The line of thinking can stray down a rabbit
hole rapidly. Before we know it, we are sweeping up
toiletries from hotels to donate to servicemen serving
overseas on the assumption the goodies are ours for
the taking. How do we know? They have been offered
for our use and will be replenished freely and without
question. They are much easier to transport than
a great, wooden horse, too. But can we skip the part
where we actually use them for the reasons they are
offered? That’s the tricky part of gifts and giving. If
one acquires something for the purpose of giving it
to someone else, does it matter whether the thing,
once acquired, is owned by the giver rather than just
possessed? At what point does the giver relinquish

ownership? At which point does the receiver acquire
ownership? Is there any murky middle ground where
the provider can bestow something provisionally?
Strings attached to balloons benefit the balloon owners
not the balloons. Then again, that’s getting ahead of
us, too.
Before we drift too far, we ought to point out
that the opposite of ‘Stay out’ is ‘Come in’ while the
opposite of ‘Go away’ is ‘Stay’. That leaves us with the
conundrum that ‘Stay out’ and ‘Stay’ may mean the
same thing depending on where the dog is sitting at
the time the command is given, but ‘Come in’ and ‘Go
away’ can never mean the same thing unless one is
saying the opposite of what one means to see if anyone
is going to give a damn when you are bawling your eyes
out. Seriously. How many times have you tried to enter
when someone cried out in anguish ‘Go away!’?
Do we always need to define the point where
someone becomes our guest when invited and an
intruder when not? The gentler, more innocent sort
of person might be aghast at such a thought. Making
decisions like that can lead to social frictions. One
wonders if acquisitiveness and assertiveness always
go hand and hand, as well do their opposites. But
what does one call someone who wants, asks for, and
accepts nothing? Contented? Certainly, those of that
ilk are disinclined to trouble the waters. Why would
anyone fight over property? Guest or intruder, what
does it matter so long as no one is inclined to violence?
To those whose possession of space and things means
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less than their serenity and sanity, these are valid
questions. Do we really want to artificially separate
ourselves from others?
One might think avoiding contests of ownership
also would be valid to those whose possessions are
many times more sufficient than required to sustain
them. However, those are some of the people most
willing to fight over property. They do so not because
they need to but simply because they have the means
to establish their rights and do not wish to set a
precedent of neglecting to assert those rights. Indeed,
those with wealth uniformly seek more of it or at least
aren’t turning it down when it arrives as interest and
dividends. Those without wealth laugh or cry when
inserting ‘0.12’ or similar on the Form 1040 line for
interest and dividend income. Not that the 99 percent in
the US did much saving when interest rates registered
as whole numbers3. That is not a pitch to eliminate
the question on the tax form. We ought to recognize
minorities when the government is involved, even if
the minority is the wealthiest 1 percent.
The idea of gated communities arose to provide
such people with a sense of being physically separated
from the larger community, like a circle that doesn’t
overlap any other circles in a Venn diagram. Gated
communities are a far cry from fortified settlements,
but they indicate the same desire to physically

establish who ‘We’ are as opposed to ‘Them’. They
provide the same false sense of security, too. Aside
from some remarkable examples of constructing
fortresses integrated with natural gorges or rocky
cliffs, the only walls that ever did a significant
job of protecting a population were those built at
Constantinople. Elsewhere, siege warfare generally
favored the besieger, which is why someone can write
a history of Rome by describing seven times its walls
have been breached4.
The kinds of fences used in gated communities
act to regulate who comes and goes in the neighborhood.
Gates have been doing that since the first palisade was
raised. A particular kind of gate, one found as the outer
entrance to a castle courtyard or a palace’s forecourt,
plays another role as the celebratory arch under which
important visitors, tender brides, and battle champions
enter on their way to be feted and fed by the owner of
the property. On those terms, putting a hole in the wall
to allow people to enter and exit unless the Vikings
or Mongols are nearby becomes a rather friendly thing
to do. An exception must be made for Traitor’s Gate,
through which prisoners of the Tudor monarchs were
fated to pass through by boat from the River Thames
into the precincts of the Tower of London. Then again,
the gate used to enter any structure used as a prison
proves the rule so far as it remains a barrier, just a
barrier to leaving rather than entering. Crime, war,
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pestilence all need to be kept out unless one means for
them to be kept in.
William the Conqueror started a trend in
England of establishing fortified places for the sake of
garrisons whose mission was to keep the Anglo-Saxons
and Danes who he had conquered subdued. This is one
of those oddities of history that don’t quite fit the
received knowledge, in this case of castles supposedly
built to protect the villeins and slaves toiling in the
surrounding acres. Can you see all the villagers and
crofters running to the castle for safety when some
pillaging army approached? You shouldn’t. The only
pillaging anywhere in Great Britain was in the Welsh
Marches, along the border with Scotland, and in the
Highlands. King Harold had defeated the Viking
horde at Sterling Bridge in 1066 before succumbing to
William at the Battle of Hastings. Then William started
building his castles to keep the masses under control,
not to protect them. And the structures were imposing
enough to be largely effective5.
The entrances to closed-off residential districts
rate as some of the least effective means of preventing
crime. Indeed, they advertise the fact that people
with money who are easily fooled into schemes like
paying extra for having a guardhouse at the main road
lie behind that very structure. As an example of the
wasted use of wealth, gated communities rank high

on the list. They make VIP tickets to concerts put on
by geriatric rock icons look like a bargain. Even Roger
Waters doesn’t put on that good of a show. Let’s not
even touch the ones who have been knighted by the
Queen. Their prices make one wonder if they had to
pay into funds going to preserve Windsor Castle, one
of William I’s fortified manses, to get a spot on the
Honor’s List.
Some things were never meant to be
commodities, a fascinating term that deserves a room
of its own. Knighthood and ennoblement actually
have a sad history of being treated as commodities by
kings and politicians despite their origins as rewards
for military service. Indeed, anything gained through
unquantifiable achievement must reckon with the
problem of quantifying its value. The Academy
Award aka Oscar is meant to fall into this category. A
stipulation of receiving that honor is that recipients
must offer their statuettes to the Academy of Motion
Pictures Arts and Sciences for one dollar before selling
them. Gifts and their relatives—rewards, awards,
benefices, and political positions—may come with
strings attached, but sometimes the giver equates
string with the kind of chain attached to a shackle. Let
us digress to note that shackle oddly enough possesses
a kay that manacle does not. Even words in the English
language hoard letters they don’t use, just as the
wealthy hoard their wealth.
The question arises whether the stipulation
of offering the award to the Academy is enforceable
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against heirs of Oscar winners. The Academy insists
giving an Oscar to someone renders the gold-plated
doorstop forever encumbered by the Academy’s desire
to continue the illusion that the award is priceless. The
problem is that descendants of the winner are not a
party to any agreement and know an Oscar at auction
does have a price. One hopes sentimental value plays
a role, but that is the peculiar thing about property
acquired from the deceased. Aside from the wealthy,
the other people most willing to fight over property
are those who find some chunk of property, such as
an inheritance, dangling before them. They think by
whatever logic best suits them that they are entitled
to some part or the whole of it. Entitlement, of course,
involves relational, but rarely emotional, proximity
to the current or most recent owner of the disputed
property. Entitlement also often requires the presence
of other qualitative characteristics. These, like the
laws of intestate succession that heirs look to, need to
be written down and known in advance.
The idea of entitlement has been bent to include
funds people have involuntarily saved for future use,
i.e. social security, and funds set aside to prevent people
with low incomes from becoming homeless, starved,
or dead. These are inaccurate and uncharitable uses of
the term. However, the society that has evolved in the
United States of America has become overwhelmingly
gluttonous, envious, lustful, slothful, angry, greedy,
and proud. Most people believe others think they
deserve free stuff because they think they deserve

free stuff themselves. Meanwhile, the only folks truly
getting free stuff out of the American economy are
the owners of capital venture firms and stockholders
of healthcare, carbon fuel, agribusiness, and defense
contractor corporations. The government has done an
exceptional job in lining the pockets of these interests
through unneeded subsidies, disgraceful tax cuts, and
inflated contracts.
It is neither novel nor necessary to refer to
this as corporate welfare. It is a form of protected
capitalism that requires individual human beings
to pull themselves up by their bootstraps while
shamelessly providing an eager helping hand to
profitable businesses that want the same rights as
human citizens, but not the same responsibilities.
The wondrous thing is that so many people look at
this system of wealth distribution and see no reason
to change it. They are the same people who demand
low prices on goods, thereby insuring that the goods
will be imported and the personnel in the stores that
sell the imported goods will be underpaid. Of course,
even intelligent, caring people can get tripped up on
how demand for products can be used to leverage
wages and improve livelihoods or how living wages
feed economic growth. It is far easier to believe that
lower prices are always good because they allow
more people to purchase and own things. What they
really do is promote a consumer environment that is
detrimental to the natural environment and elemental
to a possessive mindset that isolates us from each
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other.

It is a desire to have more, a compulsion to acquire.
The greedy person may justify his actions on the
grounds that he is more deserving or has greater need.
Typically, no rationale is offered or required. In a state
of nature in which food, for example, may be difficult
to come by, is it greedy to eat until one is full and then
stash away the rest for personal use later? Hardly. The
circumstances demand each individual take advantage
of every opportunity as it presents itself. Survival may
depend on one’s ability to gather the most resources.
This becomes trickier in society, say, at a
buffet dinner where one dish is particularly delicious.
Stuffing oneself on the food presented is almost de
rigueur. However, scooping out all that remains of one
particular offering violates the rules of etiquette at
such functions. Only the most oblivious glutton would
scrape clean a chafing dish if others still had not had
the chance to try the recipe. At least, that is what we
want to think. Otherwise, we give in to the notion that
first come, first served redounds most unfavorably on
those at the end of the line who graciously allowed
others to go ahead of them. We needn’t get into social
Darwinism with this; survival of the fattest depends
more on the absence of scruples than the presence of
worthier genes.
Granted, that example blurs into the realm of
consumption, but what is consumption other than
the ultimate act of ownership? Saturn, the Lord of the
Titans, did not eat his children because he was hungry.
He wanted to express his dominance over them in an

If ever there was one single root cause of dispute
within any community or between any communities,
it would be differences of opinion over the individual,
collective, or social ownership of land and the use
of land. The idea of a right of ownership and all that
entails has plagued humankind probably ever since
any group of hominids determined that a certain
area was its territory for purposes of providing all the
basic essentials for living. We can assume this from
the fact that animals that have settled communities
or establish themselves in a defined realm expend
energy defining for others of their species what part
of the wild is theirs and typically go to great lengths to
defend that demarcated area. However, human-means
of communicating to others that they are entering
another’s territory tend to be more elaborate but less
effective given we do not have as good olfactory senses
as animals that use scent rubbed or sprayed on bushes
and trees to indicate boundaries. Indeed, despite our
supposedly higher intellectual ability, we seem less
able to respect claims of ownership than many species.
Perhaps we are just more aggressive or self-interested.
Of course, if we sprayed concentrated urine or rubbed
glandular secretions on our possessions, others would
be less likely to want them whether they smelled
different or not, just as long as we made it clear what
we had done. Even then, greed could move someone to
take our specially marked stuff.
Think of the concept of greed for a moment.
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act that left no doubt that he had complete control
over their lives, his property to do with as he pleased.
How he was duped into believing a rock was his son
Zeus never seemed to bother the Greeks, although
anyone can believe his wife Rhea would connive to
destroy a husband who engaged in serial infanticide.
Many western cultures implemented or at least toyed
with the idea that a wife and children are chattels, to
be done with as the master of the house saw fit. That
never went as far as allowing men to make a meal of
their families, but both Ivan the Terrible and Peter
the Great let anger lead to killing their sons, thereby
throwing the succession to the Russian throne in
doubt both times. Have we mentioned the inalienable
right to life yet? It’s around somewhere.
That the principle of ownership could ever
be extended to include humans owning other
humans—and worse, allowing masters to kill these
‘possessions’—shocks our sensibilities now. Yet
slavery was an integral aspect of cultures far and wide
into the twentieth century. Great universities in the
eastern United States were founded with or given
large quantities of money by men involved in the slave
trade or the equally insidious opium trade with China.
Funny how that information is not highlighted in the
literature used to recruit new students or to beg alumni
for contributions.
Donating ill-gotten gains to higher purposes
is likely the oldest form of money laundering in
existence. Just think how many temples were erected

in ancient societies by war victors eager to tip the
gods who granted them good fortune in battle. No
greater piety could be shown than to spend war booty
on festivities and sacrificial animals echoing noisy
battlefield slaughters. In this way, wealth acquired
through violence against neighboring states could be
partly redistributed to the citizens whose taxes paid
for the armies. One is almost tempted to compare it
to the natural cycle of water in nature from oceanic
evaporation to clouds to rain to rivers to the ocean
again. Conversely, reparations demanded by or offered
to victors tend to exacerbate the damage caused by
losing. Remember, the wooden horse needed to be too
big to go through the gates of the city if it was going
to remain an offering of the Greeks to Athena. The
Trojans brought disaster upon themselves by seizing
the thing for their own uses.
Ownership is a pervasive concept in western
culture and one widely known in others. With Europe’s
rise over the centuries to enforce most of its cultural
perspectives on almost every human civilization
large and small, only specialists can pick through the
layers to grasp the extent to which many people did
or did not think in terms of owning property prior to
globalization of Western norms. Not that it matters
much now. Capitalism and markets are so universal,
no one expects anyone to shy away from the idea
of property. No government is going to accept that
somewhere in the past, colonizers ignored other
methods of determining who could use what. The right
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of the conqueror to appropriate the spoils of victory
remains part of the law of nations. The defeated are
supposed to just suck it up and be glad they weren’t
slaughtered (unless, like the Carib, Cherokee, and
many others, they were).
We build communities and agree to social
contracts to protect and support our communities
on the assumption that people in other communities
are going to want what we have or people within our
communities are going to contest the distribution of
goodies in some fashion. The social contract arises
from a need to work in harmony to survive, but also
signifies a deep-seated interest in protecting what we
consider to be our property from the grasping hands
of others, whether those others are our neighbors or
outsiders or even relatives. John Locke6, one of the
fathers of social contract theory, determined that the
preservation of property was by far the most important
reason why we agree to live together under certain
rules, handing over part of our natural sovereignty as
free individuals to insure what is ours remains ours.
The right of property is considered as inalienable as
the rights to life and liberty in Locke’s view.
One problem with that view is that property is a
human construct. We have chosen, for many reasons,
to distinguish what belongs to one person or another
or one state or another. However, our ability to survive
would not be troubled in the slightest if the idea of
property was removed. We would still need to struggle
6

to produce enough to provide for our basic needs in a
society in which ownership does not exist. The same
cannot be said of the rights to life and liberty. Without
question, the right to life is coterminous with our
survival as individuals or communities. The right to
liberty results naturally from the free will with which
we have been endowed. A creature that has choices
to make necessarily must have the freedom to make
those choices. The utility of purpose and decision,
the intentionality that separates sentient beings from
everything else arises from the innate gift of liberty.
Granted, liberty and even life may be curtailed by force
or coercion. Neither one can be wholly extinguished
from the human entity without extinguishing the
human.
While we are here, what to make of the
inalienable right to the pursuit of happiness that Mr.
Jefferson posited? Certainly that is possible in a state
of nature, too. It is easily a sibling of life and liberty,
equally capable of being a requirement of humanity
while requiring no rules to be exercised. The same
cannot be said for the supposed inalienable right it
replaced in the Declaration of Independence, that of
property.
Considering the right to property as inalienable
and preceding the agreement to the social contract
ignores the fact that prior to our choosing to bind
with others in a community, there can be no such
thing as property. The idea of property is predicated
on the existence of rules establishing how ownership

Locke, John. Two Treatises of Government (1689).
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is claimed. Absent a social contract, there are no rules
governing human relations other than natural law in
the moral sense. In the state of nature prior to any
social contract, a claim of ownership over a field or a
tool or a horse has no value. No other human being is
under any duty to honor that claim. It is really a notice
of possession and the ensuing natural right to use
what one possesses.
If one says this hammer is mine in the absence
of rules governing property, what does mine actually
mean? It only means it is in the person’s possession
and therefore may be used by that person so long as he
possesses it. If a person says this field of corn is mine
in the absence of rules governing ownership, what
does ‘mine’ mean? It only means it is the field of corn
the person grew. If the person subsequently harvests
the corn, the corn is in her possession to use. If others
harvest some or all of the corn, the corn is in their
possession and theirs to use. It is not theft, because
there are no laws establishing what constitutes the
crime of theft. They may have transgressed a natural
law, such as the Golden Rule, but only if they believe
that what they have done is something they would not
want others to do to them. They also may have been
following another natural law, such as the Rule of
Necessity, that permits the consumption of products
by people in need of those products.
There’s a reason ‘mine’ and such words are
possessive pronouns and not owner pronouns. Even
in the state of nature, when languages were formed,

humans wanted to refer to things they possessed. That
could be blue eyes or big feet or stone tools or love.
Most of those are things one cannot be dispossessed
of short of mutilation. Until there was a rule about
ownership though, even those stone tools were only
possessed. Possession permits use in the absence of a
concept of ownership. Possession permits transfer of
possession, too. There we find the reason why charity
is such a deep-seated principle. A person can give
someone the use of something durable like a knife. A
person can even give someone the use of something
consumable like an apple.
Now we have looped back to whether giving
requires ownership and see that it is not true. A gift is
a possession passed along to someone else to possess
and use. It may be something we already used (and,
yes, owned), like clothes, or something newly acquired
like zucchini from the garden. In a world without the
concept of ownership, it is merely a matter of one
person giving another person a possession. The giver
transfers possession in perpetuity. Anything less, such
as saying the person can use it until class ends, is a
loan, not a gift.
Here is where a natural law like the Golden
Rule stands out: we will lend our possessions to others
only as long as we find that others give them back and
also offer to loan their possessions. These temporary
exchanges benefit the participants. They do not require
a concept of ownership to work. They don’t require an
agreement between the parties involved. That is the
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purest form of charity and it is innate to humankind.
Sharing requires no rules. Possession is just a measure
of proximity providing opportunities for use.
The importance of possession and use is
underscored by the principle of adverse possession in
common law. Even when we agree to rules governing
ownership, we allow people to gain ownership of real
property simply by occupying and using it openly for
a period of time without any objection by the owner.
This suggests that the concepts of ownership and
property when establishing the social contract arose
from recognition of possession and use of land, plants,
animals, shelter, et cetera. We preserved the idea of
use it or lose it from the reality of possession that
preceded the establishment of ownership.
Language develops based on needs to
communicate ideas. It is not too far of a reach to suspect
that languages that use possessive pronouns arose in
cultures in which possession signifying ownership was
an important principle. They are not a requirement
to denote who owns what and they can be rather
frustrating to use. Ever wonder whether English users
could do without possessive pronouns? My this and
her that, their things, and all of our whatevers could be
freed from a grammatical form that causes disgruntled
adults to quickly become disgruntled deciding whether
it’s or its is appropriate while contending with their,
they’re, and there and your versus you’re. Throwing
out its, their, and your would be a helpful start to
simplifying English on many levels. The impact on

perceptions of possession, however, would likely be
minimal.
While we are at it, we could take a stab at
clarifying what is possessed when we use the term
‘English users’. Are these users English or users of
English? For example, possession of a quality could
be denoted with the use of a preceding word acting as
an adjective (English users) while possession of a skill
could be denoted with a prepositional phrase beginning
with of after the possessor (users of English) or even
after the thing possessed (English of the users).
Chinese people do fine without possessive
pronouns after a fashion. Every thing in Chinese exists
untethered to every other thing unless it is preceded by
a character pronounced duh in Standard Chinese7. If it
is, then the thing becomes the possession of whatever
came before duh. It’s sort of like the apostrophe ess
used in English to denote possession except when it
denotes is in a contraction as it did at the start of this
sentence. That is one of the issues with possession;
sometimes what looks like possession isn’t. At least
Chinese doesn’t contain contractions. Every little bit
helps.
The methods of expressing ownership seem to
have been contrived to be unquestioningly scrupulous
and uncompromisingly nebulous at the same time.
The ambiguity directly reflects the conflict between
7
Grigg, Hugh. “10 Basic Chinese Grammar Points for
Beginners.” Chinese Boost, 3 Jan. 2013, www.chineseboost.com/
grammar/beginners-basic-chinese-grammar/.
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selfish and common interest that invades pretty much
everything humans do. Even when we do not physically
or legally own something, we frequently express our
relationship in terms of possession. My spouse, his
job, our neighbors all tell us something belongs to
someone. And we hide from responsibility by refusing
ownership of actions, words, and consequences. That’s
your doing! They aren’t my rules! The best one can
say is that language provides a means of expressing
possession, but our actions, such as building walls or
locking doors, communicate ownership.
Speaking of actions, the Chinese also use
single syllables after verbs to denote most verb tenses
and otherwise do not conjugate or change verbs to
suit when and who does what8. Verb conjugation is
another form of ownership in grammar, whereby the
noun determines what the verb is going to look and
sound like. Clearly, that is not necessary. Whether you
shout or he shouts, the same loud noise is coming out
of someone’s mouth. The noun amply explains who
is doing what without the verb changing. Granted,
something must be done to clarify when the action
takes place, but do we have to worry whether to use
woke or waked or hung or hanged? A particle that
denotes the action was in the past is much easier.
Once we start owning things, the practice can
become so addictive that everything must have an

owner. When it comes to land, Europeans found it
useful to decide that the monarch owned every hill,
valley, and plain. The Crown parceled land out to
clients for their use in exchange for certain services or
money. Even when the state does not legally own all
the land, it usually has the authority to take land from
owners when it finds doing so necessary.
Octavius Caesar appropriated the land of people
who participated in or supported the assassination
of Julius Caesar not just to punish them, but also to
provide land for his loyal troops in Italy9. Naturally,
placing soldiers on the land also insured that the
previous owners were not going to try to fight to get
it back. Ten years later, after he defeated Marc Antony,
Octavius gained support from his rival’s backers by
settling his troops on land in the provinces rather than
by confiscating their land. This change of approach
underscored his desire to end the civil wars and provide
himself with a bit of dignity and honor in the eyes of
the Roman people. Of, course, we all know that worked
quite well and he became emperor of Rome in all but
name.
It is notable that the Roman Empire expanded
at its fullest to what we call natural boundaries, such as
the Rhine and Danube Rivers, the Atlantic Ocean, the
Black Sea, the Caucasus Mountains, and the Arabian
and Saharan Deserts. While some fortified towns made
sense to guard the borders, the resources required

8
Grigg, Hugh. “Chinese Grammar Rules: 5 General
Rules for Chinese Grammar.” Chinese Boost. December 17, 2012.
Accessed December 02, 2018. https://www.chineseboost.com/
grammar/chinese-grammar-rules/.

9
Everitt, Anthony. Augustus: The Life of Rome’s First
Emperor. (New York: Random House, 2007).
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to cross with an invading army generally were not
available to the hordes on the other side. Where there
was no natural barrier, as in the north of Great Britain,
the Romans built a wall. Like the most famous wall of
all, the Great Wall of China, the walls in northern Great
Britain delineated more than they defended. Yes, they
included guard quarters every so kilometer, but they
were penetrable. Those seeking to enter the territory
marked out as Roman or Chinese were generally less
interested in acquiring the land they were entering so
much as the goods and people beyond those walls they
could grab and go.
That brings us back to Robert Frost. It isn’t so
much the trespass onto real property that matters as
much as it is the potential appropriation of personal
property or human beings that follows trespass, not
to mention any incidental damage like trampling the
begonias. If we had no concept of ownership, fences
would be unnecessary. We would no longer fear anyone
taking or even damaging “our stuff” because nothing
would be ours. All that we call property would just
exist as it is, available when needed. It wouldn’t even
be communal property.
Philosophers might call this a state of nature,
a point in hominid evolution when needs were
met substantially like the needs of other primates
and scores of other species. It might have passed
down through the ages or been recreated in some
populations. Somewhere along the line though, the
right to use what we possess morphed into exclusive

use privileges, including denial of use by others. This
still does not require laws defining ownership. If
everyone observes the Golden Rule and other natural
laws, nothing more needs to be done. Among huntergatherers, the situation is easy to see.
When we started to use land for pasturage
and agriculture, we no longer physically possessed
the thing we wanted to use. Inevitably, two people
will want to use the same field. In the state of nature,
both claims are equally valid. Who ultimately uses the
property now depends on who has the means to exclude
others. At some point, someone builds a wall or a
fence to surround an area. That barrier communicates
possession to others and makes it more difficult
for those others to use the fenced-in area. That still
doesn’t require a concept of ownership, because those
others can still hop the fence and use the land.
It takes time and resources to build a fence.
Putting in that effort makes it more likely we will
insist on exclusive use of the fenced-in land. We turn
to another kind of fence, rules to establish who owns
what when possession is disputed. We talk to the
other people in the area and come to an agreement
about how we know whose land is whose. This is the
core of the social contract. It exists because we need
a framework for ordering lives complicated by the
occupation of fixed physical space. Eventually, we add
in elements to insure the safety of our persons and our
movable possessions. We delineate what is ours and
what the consequences are if someone trespasses on
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what is ours. We create the idea of ownership.
Robert Frost tells us it is best to make clear
where the line is that tells others what belongs to us. In
that way, we are helping others avoid transgressions.
There need not be any nasty repercussions if we do
our part to tell the world ‘This is mine’ so long as the
world respects the method used to tell it that. If the
world refuses to respect it, well, that’s what the Second
Amendment is for, right? Not really, but that’s another
essay.
The fact is, we are trying to maintain peace
and order by isolating ourselves and protecting our
stuff. The stronger our grasp on what we own is, the
less likely we are to extend a hand in friendship. We
define humanity in terms of selflessness, compassion,
and charity, terms that require contact with others and
demand we be sociable. To be humane is to give, to
provide, and to support. Ownership is thereby a barrier
to our humanity if the rationale for the social contract
is we can’t get along with one another unless we have
rules that protect what we own.
Can anything be done about this? John Lennon
used the song “Imagine” as a thought experiment
that includes the idea of imagining no one possesses
anything. He was clearly not including possession of
one’s own body. Conversely, James Rado and Jerome
Ragni’s lyric for “I Got Life” from the musical Hair is
a list of body parts signifying the entirety of a hippie’s
domain. The religious figures mentioned earlier all
accepted the use possession of clothing primarily to

not discomfort others who saw them. Presumably, they
also considered that an ascetic dying from exposure to
the elements wasn’t much use to the world. Those are
the extremes.
It would not be bad if people meditated on
“Imagine no possessions” for a few minutes each
morning. Doing so brings into focus the irreducible
commonality that can be expressed as ‘I got life’. With
that comes the truth that we share that life. Every year,
Ringo Starr, Sir Richard Starkey now, asks everyone
in the world on his birthday to share a moment
thinking only of peace and love. Praying five times a
day is a pillar of Islam directly related to all Muslims’
consciousness of sharing membership in the ummat alIslām. Carrying an awareness of possessive pronouns
and their significance in shaping our relationships
with other human beings can persuade people to be
less adamant when clinging to things they don’t need.
As with many ideas on how to insure people pay
attention to their humanity, there are always those
who think such actions are ineffectual. Yet the only
thing rendering them ineffectual is the inconsistency
and paucity of people doing them. Fences and walls
can be effective as long as they are maintained or
have been solidly constructed. What would happen if
the same amount of energy and quality of materials
were used to construct bridges and roads? More people
would find it easier to connect with other people and
broaden their awareness of what they do.
Every human baby is equal to every other. Every
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human baby can be raised to ignore characteristics and
attributes that make it different from another. That
requires exposing young children to a diverse range of
people and insuring parents do not disparage people
different from their children. That requires breaking
the barriers that segregate people. It requires intruding
on the space of others to present them with different
perspectives generated by different experiences. The
policy of apartheid in South Africa involved separating
Africans descended from European and South Asian
immigrants from Africans descended from humans
who had never left Africa. It allowed the Euro-descent
citizens to shut out perspectives and experiences from
their lives so they could ignore Afro-descent citizens
and forget they are human beings like themselves.
No good came from building those fences. The more
social, humane thing to do is to find ways to interact.
Our goal needs to be breaking down barriers that
prevent us from knowing one another and finding we
are all just humans, each inhabiting a different body
that has had different experiences.
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knowing they can get away with it, they do just that.
And they take it even further: they change the norms
to what best fits their agenda. That’s why nostalgia for
some is another’s worst nightmare. Nostaligia is for
those who are willing to ignore the pain and suffering
others are put through to create a more perfect world.
Writers who dare to disrupt should be honored by
reading their work, by understanding their perspective,
by allowing oneself to remove themselves from their
world to enter theirs, by spreading their work to others
who refuse to see the world from a different light. We
need change; we need diversity; we need acceptance.
We can’t fix what’s broken by ignoring the problem
and starting over whenever it’s most convenient.
Rome was destroyed from within. The
founding fathers used Rome as the model to form our
government, and we’re following in Rome’s footsteps.
Politics is being used as a weapon by the Republican
party to divide us. They use social issues such as rape,
abortion, gun rights; they gerrymander districts to
keep their dying beliefs relevant in a world that no
longer accepts racism as a norm; they give tax cuts to
the rich and call it trickle-down economics; they call
anyone against this unpatriotic.
Change via writing has been, and always will be,
the most natural solution. Politicians on the campaign
trail do nothing but make empty promises. It’s up to
those in Congress to change the laws, the wording,
the fine print. A country run by the people and for the
people has to embrace writing yesterday.

Writers write because that’s how they make
sense of the world. Writing to a writer is like breathing.
Writers, for the most part, would rather write how they
think and feel for you instead of telling you face-toface. If you get a writer to express his or her innermost
thoughts to you, you’ve done something few have ever
managed to pull off.
It’s not easy to get to a point, regardless of what
you do, where you are comfortable with expressing to
the world what your take on it is. Many writers think
about what their parents’ reaction would be. Many
writers worry about what their friends will think if they
find themselves being brutally murdered in a story.
Politics will forever be a touchy subject for anyone.
Unfortunately, that’s also why we’re in the
position we’re in today. Too many of us know someone
close to us with questionable politics. We live in such a
polite society where we’re all afraid to call those beliefs
out for what they are. Strong families can work through
anything; strong people are capable of acknowledging
when they’re wrong. If we’re ever going to fix our
country, we have to take a strong look at ourselves
before we give ourselves the power to speak for others.
When we’re too polite, too politically correct, we
allow others who are bold enough to break the norms
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Author*: One that originates

or creates something.

*Merriam-Webster

J. Ian Bush

William Doreski

J. Ian Bush is a poet and is currently working towards
a degree in creative writing at Capital University,
he’s had several pieces published in the magazines
The Silhouette and was a contributor for the online
publication And Some of His Sons Were Horses. His
goals as a poet is to continue to work, improve and
hopefully publish.

William Doreski has published three critical studies
and several collections of poetry. His work has
appeared in various journals. He has taught writing
and literature at Emerson, Goddard, Boston University,
and Keene State College. His new poetry collection is A
Black River, A Dark Fall.

Jen Elslip

Marc Darnell

Jen Elslip lives and works as an accountant in California.
Poetry takes up her free time and provides her with
sanity from her 9-5. Her work has appeared in various
journals, and has most recently been published in I AM
STRENGTH: True Stories of Everyday Superwomen.

Marc Darnell graduated from the Iowa Writers’
Workshop, and has been published in The Lyric, Verse,
Verse-Virtual, Skidrow Penthouse, Ship of Fools, Blue
Unicorn, Open Minds Quarterly, The Literary Nest, and
Pangolin Review, among others. He is an online tutor
and floor tech in Omaha, NE, and has also been an
editorial assistant, proofreader, phlebotomist, hotel
supervisor, busboy, and farmhand.

John Grey
John Grey is an Australian poet, US resident. Recently
published in Examined Life Journal, Evening Street
Review, and Columbia Review with work upcoming in
Leading Edge, Poetry East and Midwest Quarterly.
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Fabrice Poussin

Colin James has a book of poems, Resisting Probability,
from Sagging Meniscus Press. He lives in Massachusetts.

Fabrice Poussin teaches French and English at Shorter
University. Author of novels and poetry, his work
has appeared in Kestrel, Symposium, The Chimes, and
dozens of other magazines. His photography has been
published in The Front Porch Review, the San Pedro
River Review as well as other publications.

Alistair J. Kraft
Alistair J. Kraft is a poet, professor, and editor based in
Cincinnati, Ohio. He earned his MA from the University
of Cincinnati and has several poetry collections to his
name. When not working, he is found with his rescue
cats and dogs, or singing with the Cincinnati Men’s
Chorus.

Adrian Slonaker
Holding an MA in interdisciplinary humanities from
California State University-Dominguez Hills, Adrian
Slonaker works as a copywriter and copy editor in
Urbandale, Iowa. Adrian’s work has appeared in The
Bohemyth, Queen Mob’s Tea House, Pangolin Review,
Montana Mouthful, Avatar Review, and others. My goals
in writing involve extracting the mysterious from the
mundane and the peculiar from the prosaic.

Ben Nardolilli
Ben Nardolilli currently lives in New York City. His
work has appeared in Perigee Magazine, Red Fez, Danse
Macabre, The 22 Magazine, Quail Bell Magazine, Elimae,
fwriction, Inwood Indiana, Pear Noir, The Minetta
Review, and Yes Poetry. He is looking to publish a novel.
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Tezozomoc

Don Kelly

Tezozomoc is a Los Angeles Chicano Poet and 2009
Oscar Nominated Activist. He has published essays in
Urban Future Manifestos produced by the MAK Center.
Tezozomoc’s work also includes academic essays on
Nahuatl indigenous languages. Tezozomoc is national
and international regular guest speaker at a number
of conferences: Agrarian Trust (2016, Santa Fe),
Green Festival, Braiding the Sacred, Seed and Food
Sovereignty, and international gathering of Voices of
Maiz (2016).

Don Kelly is a writer, screenwriter, and film and book
critic who works mostly on the Internet. He has
recently relocated from his native New York to his
spiritual home in Los Angeles where new adventures
wait to be created. He considers his time as a graduate
student at the MFA program at CUNY: Queens College
and conversations with his five-year-old daughter to
be the most valuable educational experiences he has
received as a storyteller. The former opened his mind
to new voices and tales. The latter reminds him to
let his imagination wander without censoring and to
always beware of Braniac.

Guy Biederman
Guy lives on a houseboat near San Francisco with his
wife and two salty cats where he practices tai chi and
walks the planks daily. He began writing as a Peace
Corps volunteer in Guatemala in 1981, was evacuated,
and later received an MA at San Francisco State, where
his creative writing teacher career began. His work has
appeared in many literary journals including Carve,
Third Wednesday, daCunha, Flash Frontier, and Sea
Letter. He is the author of three collections: Parts &
Labor, House Samurai, and Soundings & Fathoms. He
prefers to write on matchbooks, ATM receipts with low
balances, and parking tickets while waiting for traffic
lights to change.

Erik Lee
Erik Lee is an unabashedly disabled Korean-American
man who lives in Queens, New York. He has dragged his
raggedy self from Arizona to NYC, and has apparently
managed to graduate from CUNY Queens College
with a Creative Writing MFA in Fiction. He looks back
fondly on a 2011 study abroad to Switzerland. C’était
chouette.
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Spelk, The Arkansas Review: A Journal of Delta Studies,
The Dead Mule School of Southern Literature, Slice of
Life, Faircloth Review, among many others. His new
collection Reading the Coffee Grounds will debut in
summer 2018.

Bear Kosik has degrees in International Relations,
Political Science, and Law. He is the author of three
novels and a nonfiction work on the state of democracy
in the USA. His short stories, poetry, and essays have
been published by Third Flatiron Press, River & South
Review, Calliope, Silver Streams, Weasel Press, and
others. Bear also writes plays, five of which have been
produced in Manhattan, and screenplays, which have
garnered many laurels in competitions.

Madeline McGrain Githler
Madeline McGrain Githler graduated from Connecticut
College in 2017 with a major in English and a focus in
Creative Writing. In fall 2017, she had a short story
published in the magazine The Weird Reader. She is
currently working at a resort in Big Sur, California and
living with her dog, Bee.
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